Green India campaign for clean, healthy & sustainable future.
Problem: Lately there has been excessive deforestation & cutting down of trees on roadsides, parks,
private and government properties for development purposes. Because of which, there is adverse
impact on weather conditions, rains, crop cultivation, water in rivers and ground water & staggering air
pollution.
What we want is sustainable development. Here are few ideas
Green india campaign like Clean india Campaign has to be launched countrywide to spread awareness
on importance of trees for our welfare.

Green Cover protection
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Funds should be allocated to protect national parks, sanctuaries and reserve forests.
Funds for increasing and protecting lung space like parks, gardens & nurseries within cities
Funds for translocation of trees during road widening.
Every city should have a helpline to prevent illegal felling of trees
Funds for setting exclusive forest fire suppression authority with better equipment,
techniques and trained staff to defuse fires early.

Green Cover expansion
1. Policy must be made which requires Every student graduating from schools, colleges &
universities must be required to plant 10 trees for getting completion certificate and a
Government agencies set up in every city to facilitate and supervise its implementation(
Phillipenes has already passed such a law).
2. Funding and policy making to support Rally for Rivers and its strict implementation on a long
term basis. It emphasizes large scale planting of trees for a minimum of one kilometer width on
either side of rivers and half a km, for tributaries in government and private lands.
3. Funding the farmers to plant fruit trees on the border of their fields.
4. Funding research in horticulture, agriculture and biodiversity improvement for better yields, less
use of insecticides, fertilizers , faster plant and tree growth, more water retention in soil, to
increase productivity and reducing cost of cultivation.
5. Funding foreign tours to bright students for studying different techniques, processes in nursery,
agriculture, horticulture.
6. Funding the import of seeds of exotic tree and plant varieties to increase biodiversity in our
country.
7. Promoting eco tourism in our country by creating beautiful gardens. Landscapes and exotic
scenery in all the states of india.
8. Increasing India’s existing forest cover from 21% to atleast 40% in next 10 years by encouraging
massive plantation programs involving volunteers, NGO’s, Government agencies to do the same.
Studying and adopting techniques used in other countries for such programs.
9. Ban mining, industrial and development activities in and around forests.
10. Encourage creation of private forests by interested people by giving exemptions and funding if
required.

11. Funding awards to people who have achieved greatly towards a GREEN INDIA campaign.

